Panks developing a Native American niche  

By DAVID HUBBARD  

PHOENIX, Ariz. — More than a few sovereign Indian nations across America are building golf courses in their desire to direct the phenomena of Indian gaming into a major hospitality and entertainment industry. With two such projects behind him, Gary Panks would like nothing better than to be the golf course architect they call.  

In Phoenix, Ariz., the tribal officials from the Gila River Indian Community liked what they saw in Panks’ work at the Raven Golf Club at South Mountain, and invited him to design the community’s 36-hole Whirlwind Golf Club as the feature amenity to the Sheraton Resort Hotel-Casino now under construction. Managed by Troon Golf, the first course, Devil’s Claw, opened in late 2000 to rave reviews.  

“We have always envisioned a very high-end destination resort for this area, and find it very reassuring that Mr. Panks shares our enthusiasm for this venture and can work so easily with the community to make it happen,” stated Steven Hedeey, deputy general council for the community.  

For Panks, the commission has turned into far more than the next project on his to-do list. “The opportunity to design on Reservation land, essentially free of state and federal intervention has opened a new world of possibility for our firm,” said Panks.  

As the second course at Whirlwind, Cat’s tail, moves closer to completion, Panks’ recently opened his second project on In-  
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Nickeaus’ Summit Course offers 360-degree views of the Rockies  

By JOEL JOYNER  

EDWARDS, Colo. — The Summit Course, a new Jack Nicklaus signature layout here, is challenging to build due to drastic elevation changes.  

The effort, however, was worth it as the layout offers 360-degree views of the rugged Rocky Mountain terrain. Opened in August, the course is situated just 20 miles west of Vail. It is the newest addition for the Cordillera Group that now owns four upscale courses in the area.  

The terrain at the Summit layout drops down to about 8,000 feet along the course, only to climb the side of the ridge again to reach up to 9,100 feet at the 18th fairway — its highest point.  

PUNCHBOWL GREEN  

There are some 70- to 80-foot drops from tee to green on the course, and par-3s that range from 40- to 50-feet in elevation changes. “There’s a lot of variety here,” said Glenn Samuelson, superintendent. “We’re very exposed in a few holes, and very protected on others. Everything from tall stands of fir 120 feet high to wide open sagebrush.”  

For the first time at any of the Cordillera courses, flat drainage was used on the greens. “We didn’t pitch the greens or anything unusual to try to remove water,” said Samuelson. Jack’s pinable areas are quite flat, around one or two percent. However, the 8th green, a par-5, sports a punchbowl design. A fair amount of blasting was required to get the main line in for irrigation and drainage. “There’s a lot of rock. That’s why they call it the Rocky Mountains,” Samuelson said. “It was a chore to get down four of five feet sometimes.”  

The final cost for building the Summit course fell between $11 and $12 million.
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Rulewich ‘stitched’ new Wild Turkey layout together  

By JOHN TORSIELLO  

HAMBURG, N.J. — Crystal Springs Resort has opened its second Roger Rulewich-designed layout, Wild Turkey, here in northwestern New Jersey.  

Rulewich’s first layout at the five course resort, Ballyowen Golf Course, opened four years ago and was much easier to design and build according to the architect. At Wild Turkey, which opened in June, Rulewich had to piece together several distinct parcels of land into one seamless golf course.  

“If Ballyowen was a piece of cloth, then Wild Turkey was like a closet full of clothes,” he said. “We were able to cut Ballyowen from one type of land, while we had several very different sections of property at Wild Turkey that we had to stitch together.”

The different sections Rulewich
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